
To: Patients and Providers of the Elliot Laboratory

From: Elliot Laboratory

Date: September 22, 2011

Subject: KIT testing Instructions to 3rd party Laboratories

Over the years, many of our patients have requested assistance with the collection and/or
handling of testing kits that require mailing to a 3rd party laboratory. In reviewing the process, it
has become necessary to streamline the process for clarification and consistency.  In doing so,
we   recognize that the process is labor intensive and as such, effective October 15, 2011 a
nominal fee will be accessed depending on the level of service.  Please review the instructions
below.

We thank you and appreciate the opportunity to continue to provide this very important service
to all our patients.

Instructions:

ALL KIT Collections must be PROVIDER generated. We will NOT accept kits directly
from patients without prior approval and signature from an ordering provider.

1. Provider is required to phone the Client Services department at 663-3555 to notify the
lab of an appointment request for a “Kit Collection”. The provider must also follow up
the phone call with a FAX of the kit instructions to 663 –1872.  The fax must include:

· Patient name, DOB and patient’s telephone number.
· Signature of requested ordering provider.
· KIT instructions or any applicable information.
· It is the responsibility of the provider / patient to complete all required KIT

requisitions.

2. Patient:  Client Services will contact the patient and schedule a date and time of arrival.
The patient will be notified that payment is expected at the time of collection by check or
credit card unless the KIT has been determined to be a client or corporate bill.  Patient
appointments will be available at four local patient care centers, Monday through
Thursday from 9am – 1pm.

· River’s Edge Laboratory
· Doctor’s Park Laboratory
· Londonderry Laboratory
· Bedford Commons Laboratory


